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Abstract
Background: Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is an etiologically heterogeneous condition that is characterized by cognitive changes without impairment of activities of daily
living and insufficient to represent dementia. MCI is an important risk state for dementia. Neuropsychiatric symptoms
may be present in MCI. Methods: We executed a PubMed
search for articles on the neuropsychiatric manifestations in
MCI and reviewed their findings. Results: Behavioral abnormalities are reported in 35–75% of MCI patients with the
most common being depression, apathy, anxiety and irritability. The observed variability in symptom prevalence can
be explained by the different sampling methods, MCI diagnostic criteria and behavioral instruments used. There is a
compelling body of evidence that MCI patients with behavioral features are more prone to develop Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) than patients without these features. Conclusions:
Neuropsychiatric symptoms are common features of MCI.
The behavioral changes observed in MCI are similar to those
of AD and may help identify the subgroup of MCI patients
with prodromal AD. Large prospective longitudinal studies
would greatly contribute to our understanding of the epidemiology, diagnostic and prognostic value of the neuropsyCopyright © 2007 S. Karger AG, Basel
chiatric features in MCI.
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Introduction

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is a heterogeneous
condition with cognitive characteristics between normal
aging and dementia. It is currently defined as a syndrome
with impairment of memory or another cognitive deficit
that does not interfere substantially with personal affairs
nor result in inability to live independently [1]. Its most
common etiology is Alzheimer’s disease (AD), other etiologies including dementia with Lewy bodies, vascular or
frontotemporal dementia [2]. Not all patients with MCI
progress to dementia and some recover to normal cognition [3].
Neuropsychiatric symptoms may accompany MCI
and assist in identifying incipient dementia. Thus behavioral abnormalities may prove to be a valuable biomarker
for impending dementia. In this review we summarize
the evidence on neuropsychiatric manifestations in
MCI.

Methodology
Study Design
We summarize the findings of the studies of neuropsychiatric
features of MCI from the English literature published before December 2006. We included studies that provided a description of
the MCI diagnostic criteria used, described the means of collecting behavioral data and had a minimum MCI patient sample of
20. Using the PubMed search engine we found 21 peer-reviewed
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Table 1. Characteristics of each study included in this review
Design

Setting

Barnes
et al. [13]

longitudinal

Chan
et al. [12]

cross-sectional

MCI criteria

Behavioral instrument

MCI at baseline, n

population-based ≥1.5 SD below AEAN on standard
neuropsychological tests

CES-D

none
(296 at follow-up)

population-based ≥1.5 SD on one test or ≥1 SD on two
or more tests below AEAN on
standard neuropsychological tests

NPI
BSRS

133

Copeland et al. [29] longitudinal

population-based CDR = 0.5

semistructured interview

165

Kumar
et al. [8]

cross-sectional

population-based clinical

Goldberg Anxiety and
Goldberg Depression
Scales, DSM-IV

29

Kumar
et al. [9]

cross-sectional

population-based clinical

Goldberg Anxiety and
Goldberg Depression
Scales, DSM-IV

29

Lam et al. [26]

cross-sectional

population-based CDR = 0.5

NPI

195

Lyketsos
et al. [16]

cross-sectional

population-based ≥1.5 SD below AEAN on standard
neuropsychological tests

NPI

320

Feldman
et al. [4]

cross-sectional

clinical trial

CDR = 0.5 and impaired performance
on NYU delayed paragraph recall

NPI

1,010

Geda et al. [7]

cross-sectional

tertiary center

clinical

NPI

54

Geda et al. [6]

longitudinal

tertiary center

clinical

GDS

Hwang
et al. [14]

cross-sectional

tertiary center

≥1.5 SD below AEAN on standard
neuropsychological tests

NPI

Gabryelewicz
et al. [25]

longitudinal

tertiary center

clinical and CDR = 0.5

MADRS

105

Gabryelewicz
et al. [24]

longitudinal

tertiary center

clinical and CDR = 0.5

MADRS, DSM-IV

102

Li et al. [19]

longitudinal

tertiary center

cognitive capacity screening examinaHDRS
tion or MMSE scores between 24 and 26

Lopez
et al. [15]

cross-sectional

tertiary center

≥1.5 SD below AEAN on standard
neuropsychological tests

CBRSD

228

Modrego and
Ferrández [10]

longitudinal

tertiary center

clinical

DSM-IV, GDS

114

Ready et al. [11]

cross-sectional

tertiary center

clinical

FrSBe

Robert
et al. [21, 22]

longitudinal

tertiary center

<2/3 on delayed recall on MMSE or
Isaac set test <29

MADRS,
Goldberg Anxiety Scale,
Apathy Inventory

226

Robert
et al. [21, 22]

longitudinal

tertiary center

<2/3 on delayed recall on MMSE or
Isaac set test <29

Apathy Inventory

145

Wilkosz
et al. [17]

longitudinal

tertiary center

≥1.5 SD below AEAN on standard
neuropsychological tests

CBRSD

AEAN = Age- and education-adjusted norms; BSRS = Behavior Symptom Rating Scale; CDR = Clinical Dementia Rating Scale;
CBRSD = Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease
Behavioral Rating Scale for Dementia; CES-D = Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale; DSM = Diagnostic and Statistical
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none
(40 at follow-up)
28

21

20

49

Manual of Mental Disorders; FrSBe = Frontal Systems Behavior Scale;
GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale; HDRS = Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; MADRS = Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale;
MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination; NPI = Neuropsychiatric Inventory; NYU = New York University; SD = standard deviation.
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Author/year

Table 2. Neuropsychiatric instruments used by studies included in this review
Instrument

Behaviors evaluated

Administration

Time
required

Apathy inventory

apathy

trained examiner interviews subject and
caregiver separately

BSRS

several neuropsychiatric
behaviors

trained examiner interviews
caregiver

CBRSD

wide range of neuropsychiatric behaviors

CES-D

Developed Developed
for the
for
elderly
dementia

yes

yes

10–15 min

yes

yes

trained examiner interviews subject

20–30 min

yes

yes

depression

self-administered

5 min

yes

no

DSM-III/IV

diagnostic guidelines for
major and minor depression

N/A

N/A

no

no

FrSBe

apathy, disinhibition

self-administered part and informant part

no

no

Goldberg
anxiety scale

anxiety

self-administered

5 min

no

no

Goldberg
depression scale

depression

self-administered

5 min

no

no

GDS

depression

self-administered

5–10 min

yes

no

HDRS

depression

trained examiner interviews subject

20–30 min

no

no

MADRS

depression

trained examiner interviews subject

20 min

no

no

Semistructured
interview

psychosis, depression,
passive behavior, agitation

trained examiner interviews subject
and/or caregiver

yes

yes

NPI

wide range of neuropsychiatric behaviors

trained examiner interviews caregiver

yes

yes

10–15 min

original studies that met our criteria (table 1). Eight were population-based studies (6 cross-sectional and 2 longitudinal) and 12
used convenience samples from tertiary memory disorder clinics
and research databases (5 cross-sectional and 7 longitudinal).
One publication described the baseline behavioral data from a
large international multicenter clinical trial [4]. These three
sources provide variable estimates of behavioral symptom prevalence in MCI, likely reflecting the selection biases involved in the
sampling method, e.g. tertiary center studies tend to report higher frequencies of neuropsychiatric abnormalities as subjects with
behavioral abnormalities are referred more readily from the primary care network (table 2). All three sources lend valuable types
of information.
Diagnostic Criteria for MCI
These 21 studies have used several different sets of criteria for
the diagnosis of MCI (table 1). Some have relied on the original
clinical criteria of Petersen et al. [5] where MCI is defined as memory complaint preferably corroborated by an informant, impaired
memory on clinical assessment and preserved activities of daily
living, and failing to meet criteria for dementia [6–11]. Others

have supplemented the original Petersen criteria with a neuropsychological cutoff – commonly 1.0 [12] or 1.5 SD [12–17] from the
age- and education-adjusted normative scores on selected neuropsychological tests. Yet others [18, 19] have used the Mini-Mental
State Examination (MMSE) score [20], or the MMSE memory
subscore in conjunction with the Isaacs-set test [21, 22], a Clinical
Dementia Rating scale (CDR) [23] score of 0.5 [24–26], or a combination of the New York University delayed paragraph recall test
and a CDR score of 0.5 [4]. This heterogeneity in diagnostic criteria undoubtedly contributes to the variability in prevalence and
incidence data on neuropsychiatric symptoms in MCI. For example studies that use an inclusion criterion of cognitive performance 1 SD or more below the age- and education-adjusted norms
on a neuropsychological test will have a less cognitively impaired
MCI cohort relative to those that use the 1.5 SD cutoff. This may
affect the prevalence of behavioral symptoms [27].
The presence of untreated depression in MCI subjects was an
exclusion criterion in some studies [6, 7, 24, 25]. Depression, a
common behavioral presentation in MCI (table 3), frequently coexists with other behavioral symptoms [28]. Thus excluding depressed MCI patients from entry into studies of behavioral abnor-
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For abbreviations see table 1.

Table 3. Rates of neuropsychiatric symptoms reported by studies included in this review

Neuropsychiatric
symptom

Study type

Reported
prevalence, %

Behavioral measure [citation]

Any NPI symptom

population-based
clinical trial
tertiary center

43
59
35–75

NPI [16]
NPI [4]
NPI [7, 14]

Depression

population-based

16–20
11
3 (minor)
17 (major)
3
43–46
45
9–39
53
29
27 (minor)
9–20 (major)
36

NPI [12, 16]
DSM-III-R [18]
DSM-IV [8, 9]

Apathy

population-based
clinical trial
tertiary center

Anxiety

population-based
clinical trial
tertiary center

GDS [10]

32
13.3–27.3
37
11–39
40

NPI [16]
semistructured interview [29]
NPI [4]
NPI [7, 14]
CERAD Behavioral Rating Scale [15]

10
10
3
45
11–25
49
3

NPI [16]
DSM-III-R [18]
Goldberg Anxiety Scale [8]
NPI [4]
NPI [7, 14]
CERAD Behavioral Rating Scale [15]
Goldberg Anxiety Scale [21]

Delusions

population-based
clinical trial
tertiary center

3
6
0–4
14

NPI [16]
NPI [4]
NPI [7, 14]
CERAD Behavioral Rating Scale [15]

Hallucinations

population-based
clinical trial
tertiary center

1
2
0
4

NPI [16]
NPI [4]
NPI [7, 14]
CERAD Behavioral Rating Scale [15]

Disinhibition

population-based
clinical trial
tertiary center

3
10
0
4

NPI [16]
NPI [4]
NPI [7, 14]
CERAD Behavioral Rating Scale [15]

Agitation

population-based

11
25
18–36
35
4–18
38

NPI [16]
Behavior Symptom Rating Scale [12]
semistructured interview [29]
NPI [4]
NPI [7, 14]
CERAD Behavioral Rating Scale [15]

clinical trial
tertiary center
Euphoria
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population-based
clinical trial
tertiary center

1
5
0
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clinical trial
tertiary center

Goldberg Depression Scale [8]
semistructured interview [29]
NPI [4]
NPI [7, 14]
CERAD Behavioral Rating Scale [15]
HDRS [19]
DSM-IV [10, 24, 25]

Table 3 (continued)

Neuropsychiatric
symptom

Study type

Reported
prevalence, %

Behavioral measure [citation]

Irritability

population-based
clinical trial
tertiary center

15
44
2–4

NPI [16]
NPI [4]
NPI [7, 14]

Aberrant motor
behavior

population-based
clinical trial
tertiary center

4
8
0

NPI [16]
NPI [4]
NPI [7, 14]

For abbreviations see table 1.

MCI Subtypes
MCI has two major subtypes – the amnestic type characterized by impaired memory and the nonamnestic type characterized by preserved memory in the presence of impairment of another cognitive domain. Among the 21 studies included in this
review 2 population-based studies focused on amnestic MCI [8,
9], 3 included both amnestic and nonamnestic MCI [13, 16, 18]
and 3 did not provide this information [12, 26, 29]. Of the tertiary
center studies, 7 focused on amnestic MCI [7, 10, 11, 14, 19, 21, 22]
and 4 also included nonamnestic MCI subjects [15, 17, 24, 25].
Only 2 studies compared the single domain amnestic to the multiple domain (amnestic and nonamnestic) MCI [15, 24]. The distinction of which behavioral abnormalities occur in amnestic
versus nonamnestic MCI may be valuable and offer prognostic
information as there is preliminary evidence that amnestic MCI
patients convert to AD more commonly than do nonamnestic
MCI patients [30].

nitive manifestations [4, 7, 14–16], three symptoms – depression, apathy and anxiety – are consistently among the
top four most common behavioral abnormalities in MCI
despite the very different study designs, behavioral instruments or MCI diagnostic criteria used. The fourth
most common symptom was irritability in four studies
[4, 7, 14, 16] and agitation in one [15].

Depression
Depression is the best-studied neuropsychiatric manifestation of MCI. Four US and four international population-based and five US and four international tertiary
center studies have reported data on the prevalence of
depression in MCI.

Neuropsychiatric symptoms are very common in
MCI. The most comprehensive studies of behavioral
manifestations have documented at least one neuropsychiatric symptom in 35–75% of MCI patients (table 3).
Among studies investigating the widest range of noncog-

Cross-Sectional Population-Based Studies
In the mid 1990s the Cardiovascular Health Study’s
(CHS) Cognition Study (n = 3,608 participants) was nested within the original CHS cohort (n = 5,888). Of these
subjects 707 met criteria for dementia and 577 for MCI.
The diagnosis of MCI required a formal neuropsychological test score 1.5 SD below the age- and education-adjusted norms and absence of dementia per Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition
(DSM-IV) criteria. A subset composed of 362 demented
and 320 MCI patients were assessed with the NPI. This
study reported the prevalence of depression in community-dwelling MCI subjects to be 20% relative to 32% in
demented subjects [16].
A smaller population-based study [12] used the NPI to
assess the prevalence of depressive symptoms in MCI and
demented subjects. Similar to the CHS Cognition Study
they based their diagnosis of MCI on a neuropsychologi-
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Methods of Neuropsychiatric Symptom Ascertainment
The studies included in this review have used several different
instruments for neuropsychiatric assessment (table 2). Some test
a broad variety of behavioral abnormalities while others focus on
only one. Five used tools developed for the elderly population; 4
of these were developed specifically for subjects with dementia.
Some instruments are administered to the patient, the caregiver
or both while others are self-administered. The most commonly
used instrument (6 studies) was the Neuropsychiatric Inventory
(NPI) [31].

Results
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malities in MCI may alter the prevalence not only of depression
itself but also of a host of other noncognitive symptoms.
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call and on the CDR scale. The InDDEX trial [4] systematically excluded patients with depression. Potential trial
enrollees with a diagnosis of major depression, a Hamilton Depression Rating Scale 113 [35] or the presence of
sadness on item 1 of the Hamilton Depression Rating
Scale were excluded. A low rate of progression to AD was
observed in this study. The InDDEX estimate for depression prevalence in MCI assessed with the NPI was over
45% [4].
Tertiary Center Studies
Two tertiary center studies utilized the NPI for behavioral assessments in their research cohorts. The study by
Hwang et al. [14] reported the prevalence of depression in
MCI to be 39%, which was significantly higher than 8%
observed in normal controls. The larger study by Geda et
al. [7] reported the substantially lower rate of 9% for depressive symptoms in MCI, which was not statistically
different from the rate in normal controls. The inconsistent results stem most likely from methodological differences between these studies created by the different MCI
diagnostic criteria used. Hwang et al. [14] used a cutoff of
1.5 SD from age- and education-adjusted norms on a neuropsychological test while Geda et al. [7] used a clinical
rationale based on the Petersen criteria and thus may
have included some MCI subjects with milder cognitive
impairment than subjects in Hwang et al. [14]. A second
potential contributor to this discrepancy is the exclusion
of normal controls and MCI subjects who have concomitant untreated depression from the research database that
Geda et al. [7] used to identify their MCI sample.
Another tertiary center study [15] used data collected
with the Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease Behavioral Rating Scale for Dementia
(CERAD BRSD) [36]. They reported the highest prevalence of depression among patients with MCI reported
thus far. They observed depressive symptoms in 53% of
their MCI subjects. The most common depressive symptoms were hopelessness and crying spells. Their definition of MCI was identical to the one used by Hwang et al.
[14]. When splitting the MCI cohort into amnestic and
nonamnestic MCI the authors found that amnestic MCI
patients were more likely to suffer from crying spells relative to the nonamnestic ones.
Longitudinal Studies
The study by Barnes et al. [13] used CHS data to establish whether depression is a risk factor for future cognitive decline. The authors analyzed longitudinal data
based on the Center for Epidemiological Studies DepresApostolova /Cummings
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cal cutoff, but their criteria slightly differed: in addition
to those subjects who scored more than 1.5 SD from ageand education-adjusted norms on any neuropsychological measure they also included subjects with scores more
than 1 SD on two or more measures. Another difference
was the allowance of some degree of functional impairment in the MCI cohort (26% reported difficulties with
basic and 37% with instrumental activities of daily living). Depression was reported in 16% of their MCI compared to 22% of AD subjects, rates lower than those reported by Lyketsos et al. [16] in the CHS Cognition Study.
White race was associated with depression in this study.
There are four international population-based studies
on depression in MCI. The Swedish study [18] used the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
third edition revised (DSM-III-R) [32] criteria for the diagnosis of depression. This study based their MCI diagnosis on the MMSE score – they used 1 SD below the ageand education-adjusted mean as a diagnostic cutoff. They
reported a relatively low prevalence of depression both in
MCI (11%) and in normal elderly (7%). The difference did
not reach statistical significance. The most common depressive symptom was excessive worrying over trifles. A
study from China [26] administered the NPI to subjects
with questionable dementia (CDR = 0.5). They reported
depressive symptoms to be correlated with functional
impairment. The Australian studies [8, 9] based their diagnosis of MCI on the criteria of Petersen et al. [1]. They
assessed depressive symptoms using two instruments –
the Goldberg Depression Scale [33] and the DSM-IV [34]
criteria for major and minor depression. They evaluated
29 MCI and 522 cognitively normal elderly controls. One
of the studies also investigated the neuroimaging correlates of depressive symptoms [9]. The Goldberg Depression Scale demonstrated limited sensitivity for detection
of depressive symptoms both in the MCI and the normal
control groups (prevalence in MCI = 3% and normal controls = 2%). Using the DSM-IV criteria resulted in superior sensitivity in diagnosing major depression in 17% of
MCI and 4% of the control group. There was no correlation between the presence of major or minor depression
and the predefined regions of interest (ventricle size, lobar size, intracranial volume, amygdala or hippocampal
volume and white matter lesions) on magnetic resonance
imaging [9].
The international multicenter Investigation in the Delay to Diagnosis of AD with Exelon (InDDEX) trial [4]
recruited over 1,000 MCI subjects and assessed the prevalence of psychopathology using the NPI. They based
their diagnosis of MCI on one test for delayed verbal re-

sion Scale [37] from 2,220 normal subjects of whom 13%
(or 296 subjects) developed MCI during a 6-year followup. At baseline normal elderly who were depressed were
more often female, less educated, older and had more
cerebrovascular disease. They were also more likely to
receive a diagnosis of MCI at follow-up – the unadjusted
odds for diagnosis of MCI increased by 40% in those with
low and over 100% in those with moderate/high depression relative to the ones without depression. The odds
remained unchanged after adjusting for vascular risk factors.
Another longitudinal population-based study [29]
used the CDR scale to qualify subjects as normal (CDR =
0) or questionable AD (CDR = 0.5). They used a semistructured interview to obtain information about psychosis, depression, agitation and passivity [38]. They reassessed the 165 patients 3 years later and based on that
CDR score they divided their cohort into three main
groups: controls (CDR = 0 at baseline and follow-up, n =
32), stable questionable AD (CDR = 0.5 at baseline and
follow-up, n = 90) and converters (CDR = 0.5 at baseline
but who subsequently met NINCDS-ADRDA criteria
[39] for AD, n = 22). Nineteen subjects did not fall into
any of these categories. Both converters and the stable
questionable AD groups endorsed significantly more depressive symptoms (46 and 43%, respectively) relative to
the control group (16%). The most commonly reported
depressive symptoms were fatigue and difficulty sleeping. Depressive symptoms were associated with future
cognitive decline.
A tertiary center study by Li et al. [19] administered
the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale [35] to 146 cognitively normal elderly and 19 MCI patients who were seen
in follow-up 2–12 months after initial assessment. Twenty percent of the normal controls declined to MCI or dementia. Nine MCI subjects were diagnosed with AD in
follow-up. The prevalence of depression at baseline was
16% in the controls and 29% in the MCI group. At followup 14% of the controls and 28% of the MCI subjects endorsed depressive symptoms. The incidence of depression in the MCI group was 11.7/100 person-years. The
study also reported a very high resistance of depressive
symptoms to antidepressant treatment in the MCI group
(60%).
Two international studies utilized the Montgomery
and Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) [40]. The
French study [21] based their definition of MCI on memory complaints and impaired delayed recall (inability to
recall three out of three items after delay) on the MMSE
test or an Isaacs-set test score less than 29 [41]. They did

not find difference in the prevalence of depressive symptoms between MCI subjects who converted to dementia
and those who did not. A Polish study [24] diagnosed
MCI by the Petersen criteria and also required a CDR
score of 0.5. Multiple domain amnestic MCI patients had
significantly higher MADRS baseline scores relative to
single domain amnestic MCI. After a mean 3-year followup period 63 of the total of 105 patients (including MCI
and controls) declined cognitively. More severe depression (higher MADRS score) at baseline was a significant
predictor for progression to dementia. Gabryelewicz et al.
[25] also published analyses using DSM-IV diagnostic
data on minor and major depression in their MCI cohort.
Almost half of all MCI patients met DSM-IV criteria for
depression: 27% suffered from minor and 20% from major depressive disorder. The most common symptoms
were sadness, poor concentration, inner tension, pessimistic thoughts, lassitude and reduced sleep. According
to Modrego and Ferrández [10] MCI subjects diagnosed
clinically by the Petersen criteria who score in the depressed range on the Geriatric Depression Scale [42] at
baseline are 2.6 times more likely to decline to dementia
during follow-up (relative risk 2.6; 95% CI 1.8–3.6). The
poorer response to antidepressant therapy in converters
relative to nonconverters (71% resistance to therapy in
MCI converters) seen in this study is consistent with the
data by Li et al. [19], who observed 60% resistance to antidepressant therapy in MCI relative to the cognitively
normal elderly. Taken together these two studies suggest
that depression secondary to AD pathology is persistent
and possibly refractory to therapy.
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Cognitive Impairment Meeting MCI Criteria in
Elderly Patients with Depression
Adler et al. [43] enrolled 34 depressed elderly of whom
18 patients met MCI criteria based on a score less than 46
on the Structured Interview for the Diagnosis of Dementia of the Alzheimer’s type, Multi-Infarct Dementia and
Dementias of other Aetiology [44]. All patients were
treated for depression and reassessed 6 months later.
While the mean cognitive scores remained unchanged,
the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale scores improved
in the group as a whole. Of the 15 patients with baseline
diagnosis of MCI who were seen in follow-up 12 continued to meet MCI criteria.
A study by Lee et al. [45] enrolled 142 elderly patients
with major depression by DSM-IV criteria, instituted antidepressant therapy and reassessed them a year later. Of
the 67 depressed patients who remitted, 55% had amnestic MCI at baseline (1.5 SD below the age- and education-

New-Onset Depression and MCI in Cognitively
Normal Elderly
A recent prospective cohort study by Geda et al. [6]
followed 840 cognitively normal elderly for an average of
3.5 years (range 0.4–12.8). Seventeen percent developed
depression during follow-up. Thirteen percent of those
who received diagnosis of depression also met criteria for
amnestic MCI. Among those who did not develop depression only 5% met criteria for amnestic MCI. Those
who had new-onset depression (i.e. no past medical history of depressive episodes) had a hazard ratio for cognitive decline of 4.5 (95% CI 1.9–10.9) relative to those who
were never depressed, suggesting that newly diagnosed
depressive disorder in the elderly is a significant risk factor for cognitive decline. The observed association was
further strengthened by the presence of one or two apolipoprotein epsilon 4 alleles (HR 5.1; 95% CI 1.9–13.6).

Apathy
Apathy is the most prevalent neuropsychiatric symptom in AD [28]. It commonly starts during the MCI stage
and progressively increases as AD progresses [27]. Two
population-based, six tertiary center studies and one clinical trial have investigated apathetic symptoms in MCI.
Cross-Sectional Population-Based Studies
Two population-based studies and the InDDEX trial
used the NPI to measure apathy in MCI. The CHS Cognition Study and the InDDEX trial [4, 16] reported 32–36%
of the MCI subjects suffered from apathy. In the CHS
Cognition Study apathy was the most common behavioral symptom among MCI subjects, while in the
InDDEX trial it was fourth after depression, irritability
and agitation.
A study from China by Lam et al. [26] reported associations between apathy severity and depressive symptoms as well as apathy and functional impairment (more
difficulty with instrumental activities of daily living).
Tertiary Center Studies
The two NPI-based tertiary center studies report
somewhat different apathy prevalence data in MCI: 39%
122
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in Hwang et al. [14] versus 11% in Geda et al. [7]. The potential reason for the inconsistency was noted above (see
section ‘Diagnostic Criteria for MCI’). Apathy was the
most common symptom in Hwang et al. [14] and was the
second most prevalent symptom after irritability in the
study by Geda et al. [7]. Using the CERAD BRSD Lopez
et al. [15] ascertained the prevalence of anhedonia to be
40% in all MCI subjects (31% in amnestic and 44% in
nonamnestic MCI) – a rate very similar to that reported
by Hwang et al. [14]. In a cross-sectional study of clinically defined MCI subjects by Petersen criteria using the
Frontal System Behavioral Scale [46], Ready et al. [11] reported apathy among MCI subjects to be as prevalent as
apathy in AD patients.
Longitudinal Studies
One longitudinal population-based study [29] assessed
passivity with a semistructured interview of the patient
and informant. Subjects who at baseline were CDR = 0.5
but at 3-year follow-up met criteria for AD endorsed significantly more passivity at baseline (27%) relative to the
control subjects who were CDR = 0 both at baseline and
follow-up (3%). Thirteen percent of those who scored
CDR = 0.5 at both baseline and follow-up showed symptoms of passivity, however, this rate did not differ significantly from the one reported in controls. Loss of interest
was the most commonly reported passive symptom.
Two French longitudinal studies [21, 22] both used the
Apathy Inventory [47]. Their MCI criteria were based on
memory complaints and impaired delayed recall on the
MMSE memory items (two out of three items or less) or
an Isaacs-set test score less than 29. The researchers reported baseline apathy prevalence in MCI subjects who
converted to dementia in follow-up to be 59% versus 38%
in MCI subjects who remained stable. This difference did
not survive multiple comparison correction. At follow-up
92% of the demented group had apathy versus 27% of the
stable MCI subjects. The other study [22] investigated the
associations between apathy and demographic, neuropsychological and psychiatric factors. The authors reported a higher frequency of apathy in those with history
of psychiatric disorder. The MCI group with apathy performed worse on tests of memory and executive control.

Anxiety
Cross-Sectional Population-Based Studies
Both the CHS Cognition Study [16] using the NPI and
the Swedish Kungsholmen project study [18] using DSMApostolova /Cummings
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adjusted scores on one or more memory tests) and 60% of
these continued to exhibit MCI despite antidepressant
therapy. Diagnosis of MCI at follow-up was associated
with age, female gender, low education and instrumental
functional impairment at baseline.

Tertiary Center Studies
There was a discrepancy between the 2 tertiary center
studies. Hwang et al. [14] report the prevalence of anxiety
among tertiary center MCI patients to be 25%. Geda et al.
[7] observed anxiety in only 11% of their MCI population.
Using the CERAD BRSD Lopez et al. [15] found anxiety
features in 49% of their large tertiary MCI cohort. As
mentioned previously these differences may be due to the
different enrollment criteria for the MCI cohort.
Longitudinal Studies
We identified only one longitudinal study addressing
anxiety in MCI [22]. Robert et al. [22] used the Goldberg
Anxiety Scale [33, 48] to assess anxiety at baseline and at
1-year follow-up in 216 MCI patients and reported no significant difference in the prevalence of anxiety between
MCI converters and MCI nonconverters at baseline (2.9
vs. 2.6%). Follow-up anxiety data were not reported.

Psychosis
Cross-Sectional Population-Based Studies
The CHS Cognition Study [16] and the InDDEX trial
[4] used the NPI to assess the prevalence of hallucinations and delusions. The CHS Cognition Study reported
the prevalence of delusions and hallucinations among
their 320 MCI subjects to be 3 and 1%, respectively. The
InDDEX trial found slightly higher prevalence rates of
6% for delusions and 2% for hallucinations. Using DSMNeuropsychiatry of MCI

III-R criteria for psychosis, the Swedish Kungsholmen
project diagnosed 3% of their MCI cohort with psychosis
[18]. This study was the only one comparing the frequency of psychosis in MCI and normal elderly and found no
significant difference. Higher rates among MCI patients
(10%) were reported by only one study using the Behavioral Symptom Rating Scale [12, 49].
Tertiary Center Studies
Both US NPI studies cite very low frequency of hallucinations (0%) and delusions (0–4%) in MCI [7, 14]. The
CERAD BRSD assessment for psychotic symptoms in the
University of Pittsburg cohort disclosed somewhat higher rates of both hallucinations (4%) and delusions (14%)
[15].
Longitudinal Studies
One study used the CERAD BRSD in longitudinal follow-up of 288 patients of whom 49 were MCI and the rest
were AD [17]. The mean follow-up was 22 months (range
5–44). The authors reported only the global incidence for
psychotic symptoms for the whole group so the exact incidence for the MCI subgroup remains unknown. During
follow-up 82 subjects developed psychosis (46 misidentification syndromes, 25 paranoia and 11 both). The incidence for psychosis in general was 19/100 person-years
whereas for misidentification delusions the rate was
12/100 person-years and for paranoid delusions 7/100
person-years. The authors reported an association between lower MMSE scores and onset of psychotic symptoms. Subjects with misidentification symptoms tended
to have longer disease duration and lower MMSE scores
relative to nonpsychotic patients. Females and depressed
patients were more likely to experience both paranoid delusions and misidentification syndromes [50].

Disinhibition
The rates of disinhibition as measured by the NPI
among MCI patients in one large population-based study
[16] and the InDDEX clinical trial [4] ranged from 3 to
10%. Higher rates of disinhibition have been reported by
the tertiary center studies (2–18%) albeit these rates were
not significantly different from those observed in normal
elderly in both studies [7, 14]. Disinhibition was not a
common symptom in MCI when measured with the
Frontal Systems Behavioral Scale [11].
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III-R criteria for diagnosis of anxiety reported anxiety
frequencies of 10% of their MCI sample. The Kungsholmen diagnosis of MCI was based on neuropsychological
scores of 1 SD or more below the age- and education-adjusted means. That study also compared the rates of anxiety in MCI and normal controls and reported significantly higher rates in MCI relative to elderly controls (10
vs. 4%). Kumar et al. [8] used the Goldberg Anxiety Scale
[33] for assessment of anxiety and the consensus Petersen criteria for diagnosing MCI and applied them to 29
MCI subjects. The reported rate for anxiety in MCI was
not significantly greater than the rate observed in normal
controls (3 vs. 2%) and is much smaller relative to the
other two population-based studies discussed above,
possibly because of different instrument sensitivity for
diagnosing anxiety or the small sample size. The
InDDEX trial reported a very high prevalence of anxiety
(45%) among patients in their large international multicenter MCI cohort [4].

The CHS Cognition study reported that 11% of their
MCI patients experienced agitation [16]. The InDDEX
trial reported 35% [4]. Using the Behavioral Symptoms
Rating Scale, the population-based study by Chan et al.
[12] found the rate of agitation among MCI to be 25%.
The tertiary center study by Hwang et al. [14] reports a
prevalence of 18%, consistent with the rates found in the
community. Geda et al. [7] report only 4% of their MCI
cohort suffered from agitation. This rate was not significantly different from that of normal controls. The CERAD
BRSD uncovered agitation in 38% of 228 MCI subjects in
the tertiary center study by Lopez et al. [15].
One longitudinal population-based study [29] assessed
agitation with a semistructured interview of the patient
and informant. Subjects who at baseline were CDR = 0.5
but at 3-year follow-up met criteria for AD and subjects
who were CDR = 0.5 both at baseline and follow-up
suffered from significantly more agitation at baseline
(36 and 18%, respectively) relative to subjects who were
CDR = 0 both at baseline and follow-up (6%). Irritability
was the most commonly reported personality change.
Agitation was associated with faster functional decline.

Euphoria, Aberrant Motor Behavior and Irritability
Only the NPI-based studies investigated the presence
of euphoria, irritability and aberrant motor behavior in
MCI. In population-based MCI samples, the frequencies
of euphoria, aberrant motor behavior and irritability
were 1–5, 4–8 and 15–44%, respectively, where the higher rates came from the clinical trial sample [4, 16]. The
smaller tertiary center-based NPI studies report none of
their subjects experienced euphoria or aberrant motor
behavior and 13–29% showed symptoms of irritability [7,
14].

Discussion

Neuropsychiatric manifestations are very common in
MCI, occurring in 35–75% of patients (table 3). The most
common behavioral symptoms are apathy, anxiety, depression, irritability and agitation. Least common are euphoria, hallucinations, disinhibition and aberrant motor
behavior (table 3). The observed differences in the reported incidence and prevalence rates are at least partly accounted for by the different sampling methods (popula124
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tion-based vs. tertiary care center vs. clinical trial population) and in some instances also the exclusion of subjects
with depressive symptoms [4, 6, 7, 24, 25]. Depression,
anxiety and agitation were less prevalent, while aberrant
motor behavior and irritability were more common in
population-based versus tertiary care center studies. The
heterogeneity in MCI diagnostic criteria and behavioral
assessment instruments (table 1) undoubtedly contributed further to the significant variability in the reported
incidence and prevalence rates.
Neuropsychiatric symptoms in MCI are associated
with declining cognitive and functional ability [4, 11, 12,
21, 29]. Depression, apathy and agitation have been shown
to increase the likelihood of later conversion to AD [10,
22, 29]. These data suggest that certain neuropsychiatric
features could serve as clinical indicators of the presence
of prodromal disease. Other important observations were
that MCI patients (relative to cognitively normal elderly)
[19] and particularly the subset of MCI subjects who have
incipient dementia demonstrate greater resistance to antidepressant therapy [10].
Several limitations of this study should be acknowledged. First, we reviewed only studies published in the
English literature. Second, our ability to compare data
from various studies was limited by the heterogeneity in
the population sampling methods, diagnostic criteria for
MCI and various methods for neuropsychiatric symptom
ascertainment that were used. Together the studies provide insight into the frequency and type of behavioral
symptoms observed in MCI patients in a variety of settings.
Given the very limited and highly heterogeneous data
on neuropsychiatric manifestations in MCI to date, the
following research agenda is warranted. Large prospective longitudinal studies that utilize standard MCI diagnostic criteria and neuropsychiatric instruments designed for the cognitively impaired are needed. For the
purpose of studying the behavioral features of MCI, subjects with depression at baseline should not be avoided.
Such well-designed and executed epidemiological studies
of noncognitive symptoms in MCI would advance our
understanding of the protective and risk factors for neuropsychiatric features of MCI, their predictive value for
future conversion to dementia and whether they could be
useful for differentiation among neurodegenerative disorders. Studies of the treatment of noncognitive symptoms in MCI would aid in optimizing therapy for these
patients.
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